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St. Pat's forum features questions, answers and comments
Casey Morriss
News Editor

Approximately 150 people filed
into ME 104 last Thursday to anend the
second open forum concerning possible c;langes to the St. Pat's celebration. The event, sponsored by the
Student Council and broadcast live by
radio station KMNR, featured two segments.
First there was a question answer
period with a panel consisting of Chancellor John Park, St. Pat's Committee
president Chris Hart, and Student
Council president Josh Grove. The
second segment gave members of the
audience a chance to make their own
comments on the event and the proposed changes.
The forum got off to a somewhat
rough start 'when technical problems
wi!b the KMNR computer prevented
the PA system from working. Around
6:45, however, tharproblem was fixed
and StuCo vice-president Rich Lee,
who was moderating the event,
thanked people for coming and went

over the guidelines for the question and reflect on the University. He described past, only to be resurrected after a time.
Alice as "degrading to women and mi- He also pointed out that Alice had only
answer segment.
been a part of the celebration since
Many of the questions were related no~ities."
Hart felt that Alice could be re- 1966, commenting that many faqulty
to the St. Pat's tradition known as Alice
t hat were
which Chanhere over
cellor Park
Hom e- has said will
coming did
no longer be a
not even
part ofthecelknow what
ebration. One
Alice was.
student asked
Par k
what types of
also said
things needed
th at . he
to .be avoided
would not
when creating
a p p r Ii v e .
an event to reAlice as an
place Alice.
ac ti v i ty
Park said that
even if a
the
main
group beproblems he
sides St.
had
with
Pat's tried
Alice was the
to take on
physical harm
theresponStuCo President Josh Grove, Chancellor John Park and St. Pat's
involved and
sibility .
Committee president Chris Hart answered questions at last
the liability
This imThursday's open forum.
issue this creplies that
ated fqr .the
the event
University.
He also noted that the creation of any worked to reduce liability, but Park would not be allowed to take place on
new event would have to take into persisted that "Alice is over." He noted University property and the event
consideration the way the event would that the event has been canceled in the could not be advertised on campus.

New trail to be built near campus
Kevin Waldron

starr Writer
All yo u runners, bicyclists, and
walkers will soon have a pla",,--nearby
to do yo ur thing. The city of Rolla has,
after two and half years, received ap"
proval from the Missouri Department
of Transportation to construct a two
mile bicycle trail around UMR's athletic fields and golf course.
The "ACORN Trail", which is
-named after a local beautification
group, is the result of a cooperative
effort between ACORN, the city of
Rolla, and UMR. Chancellor Park
stated that the trail is a "fining way to
commemorate UMR's 125th anniversary and successfull partnership with
the community of Rolla."
The $185,000 project will be
funded by the Internodal Surfac~

Transportation and Efficiancy Act
(I.S .T .EA.) and is expected to begin
construction in the spring of 1997.
Rolla Public Works Oirector Steve
Hargis, who spent-a great deal of time
working to get the trail built, attributes
the delay in construction to the large
amount of street work currently being
done.
The trail will begin at the· site of
ACORN's floral display on Bishop
Avenue. It will then continue north
along Bishop Avenue until turning left
in front of Gale Bullman Multipurpose
Center and will run along J ackling
Field.
The trail will turn left again at
Tenth and Fairgrounds Road in front of
Phelps County Regional Medical Center. From there it will proceed along
the UMR golf course until it crosses in
front of the U.S. Forest Service Headquarters . The trail will cross

see.trail, page 14

One fresliman student asked Hart
to summarize what went on during St.
Pat's week and specifically what the
controversy over Alice was about After. Hart described the event, another
student who said he had never been to
Alice asked what the driving force behind saving the event was, commenting that there did not seem to be anything wonderful about being dum¢<!
in a tub of green goo.
Hart responded, "Think ' about
something that has been part of you for
a long time. Think about something
you look forward to all year or for
several yell!S' Now try to imagine it
being taken away. Alice is a celebration of what the knights have become to
the organization they are representing.
It is a lighthearted informal event in
contrast to the formal coronation."
Hart added that the formal portion of
the knighting would continue.
One student asked Park what kind
of student input had been sought before
deciding to cancel Alice. "We didn't
hold a popularity survey on Alice,"
.Park admined, "but !simply can't toler- ate the liability issues. There comes a

See Forum, page 14
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University donors provide speakers
Kyle Koederitz
OGS Source

The "best kept secret on campus" is
no longer. A UMR student uSed that
phrase to describe the Order of the
Golden Shillelagh (OGS) during a
speech at their annual dinner and induction ceremony for new members.
OGS is an organization of alumni
and friends whose members donate
time and money to the UM-Rolla campus. Membership is based on a minimum donation ofS 1O.()()()over a period
of 10 years. The money donated is used
for specific departments. scholarships
and' fellowships. faculty excellence
awards. athletics. music. theater. and
various capital purposes. Since its
founding in 1977. the Order has donated over $23 million to UMR.

Along with donating to the university. OGS members meet biannually to
conduct business. reunite with old
friends. and recognize one another for
their outstanding support During the
dinner held this past April. 35 new
members were inducted. In addition.
several student representatives from
Blue Key were invited to mingle with
the members and help with the ceremony.
The Order of the Golden Shillelagh
met again over Homecoming this October. In an effort to increase their service to the University of MissouriRolla, OGS has offered to provide
speakers for the various campus organizations.
Ifyour organization is interested in
getting a speaker. you can submit your
request
via
e-mail
to
bluekey@umr.edu or to Kyl~
Koederitz (kkoed@umr.edu. 3649901) .

Park to deliver "Last Lecture"
V.M.B.E.
Source

Dr. John T. Park. Chancellor of
the University of Missouri-Rolla,
will be presenting this semester's
"Last Lecture" on Sunday October
20. at 7:00 p.m. This presentation
will be sponsored by United Ministries in Higher Education and held at
the U.M.H.E. Wesley House. 403
W. Eighth St. .across from the Post
Office
The Last. Lecture is a series in
which UMR faculty or staff are invited to speak as if it were the last
lecture of their lives. If that were'the
case. what would they say and what
issues would be of importance? "It's
Not That Complicated" is the title
Dr. Park has chosen for his Last
Lecture.
Prior to his current appointment
in March 1992, Dr. Park served as

Interim Chancellor. UMR Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
and Professor of Physics. He has
served on the UMR faculty since
1964.
Dr. Park is known for his research on the measurement of ionatom collision cross sections with
an emphasis on proton atomic hydrogen collisions. His research,was
continually supported by the National Science Foundation for 27
years.
He is a Fellow of the American
Physical Society. His education includes the Ph.D. degree in the physics of ion-atom collisions from the
University of Nebraska and
postdoctoral studies at University
College London.
Since becoming UMR's Chancellor. Dr. Park has worked to build
a culture of continuous improvement in to UMR's traditions of excellence. In 1995. UMR became the

See Park, page 14
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Saturday, October 19
Registration

9:00 - 11 :00 a.m.

Lobby. Leach Theater
Cas~eman Hall

Campus Tours
Departing from the front of
Castleman Hall

Academic Departments Open

UMR Parents' ,Association

11:15 a.m.

Annual Meeting
Leach Theater
Castleman Hall

9:30. 10:00.
&.10:30

F

UMR FootbaD Game

Ihatih<
1:30 p.m.

Miners vs. Washburn
9:00- Noon

CIumceDor's Reception

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
AdmissIon Ambassadors Workshop 4:00 - 5:30 p.m.
Mark Twain Room
University Center East

Lobby. Leach Theater
Castleman Hall

Music Programs

9:00-Noon

Performances by UMR
music Groups
Various Locations on Campus

ChanceDor's Remarks

~n'

are wa

Chancellor's Residence

Visitation with Deans and
Representatives rrom Freshman
Engineering & Freshman
Arts & Sciences

Eh

The Spencers
8:00 p.m.
Husband and Wafe illusionist Team
sponsored by the Student Union Board
Leach Theater
Castleman Hall
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Co-curricular transcripts now available on web

4

Mark Potrafka
Student Activites
Source

Did you know you could see. make
changes to. and request your co-curricular transcript on-line by way of the
World Wide Web? Did you know
organizations can maintain their membership list on the Web? Did you know
that organization membership lists are
linked to your co-curricular transcript?
Well. you can and it' s true. your out-ofclass activities are on the Web.
What is a co-curricular transcript?
The Co-curricular Assessment of
Skills and Education (C.A.S.E.) Cocurricular Tt anscript, a part of the Professional Development Plan for students. is a way to keep a record of your
involvement at the University of Missouri-Rolla.

Your participation in recognized
student organizations. leadership experiences and service learning activities are recorded automatically into
your transcript You add any other experiences that you feel are elevant to
your growth and information describing how participation enhanced your
development.
The transcript will help you recognize the skills you gained through in'volvement, will help you prepare your
resume and for job interviews. and will
help you target skill areas to develop in
order to achieve career goals and enhance future growth and development.
The transcript gives you a chance to
document your growth , and development while at UMR. When you can,.
demonstrate a variety of skills and experiences. you will be highly sought
after as you move into your career.
Employers want proof of participation.
not just resume stuffers.

To access your co~urricular transcript, click on "For Students" on the
UMR Homepage. then click on "Student 'Information." then follow the directions. To request a transcript, click
on the appropriate icon. You will be
able to pick up your transcript from
room 218 University Center West,
within one working day. Transcripts
are free of charge.
'
C.A.S.E. is coordinated by the Office of Student Activities and University Center and is apart of the Professional Development Plan for Students.
Student Activities staff members Mark
Potrafka and Bill Willson can assist
you in completing 'the activity record
and answer any questions you may
have.
Students who have signed a UMR
PROMISE contract must keep an updated transcript. To get more information. come by the University Center. or
E-mail stuact@umr.edu.
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Election provides slim pickin's
An editorial by Editor-in-Chie[Doug Sobery
People have often commented
that the twenty something generation
doesn't care about voting and that we
are wasting the right that our parents
fought so hard to gain. While it may be
true that many of those in the 18·'25 age
bracket do not regularly voie, it is not
often because we do not want to. It is
because we are rarely given decent
candidates to choose from.
With two debates down and the
November elections less than a month
away, the decision of which presidential candidate to support has become no
clearer than it wI!' s'ever8J. months ago.
The winner of the first debate was
clearly Clinton. Not because .he said
anything that mattered, or made any
valid points, but simply because he
mentioned the issues in his opening
remarks. Dole's opening was little

D.

n.

more than an embelished 'Hi mom'
and his rough tone throughout the de·
bate left him looking like a grumpy old
man and Clinton looking like a child
whose feelings had been hurt.
The second debate began well,
but quckly swung in favor of Kemp.
Again Kemp won not because he said
anything that mattered, but because
Gore answered almost every question
with the words '10.5 million new
jobs.' I felt as if was listening to a
scnitched player skipping on the same
line for the entire ninty minutes.
The young people are far smarter
than the candidates give us credit for.
Why not try talking about the issues for
once and let us make an educated decision instead of flashing your face for
five minutes on MTY.
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RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY 8:30 P.M.
PARTY @ THE GROno
DON'T MISS IT!!
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Hassle Free Transportation to
and from Rolla-St. James
to St. Louis Lambert Airport
One Way/Round Trip

~

Be~iJtiful Girls. 7 &9pm
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Economical Family and_Group Rates Available

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE EXCLUSIVELY CATER TO UMR
Costume Party October 31 Halloween
DJ and Prizes
First Place: $25
Second Place: $15 '
Third Place: $10
Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's .
F.A.DJ:O'D'a EI'D'R.:EI.X'T'Oa

11 :30 - 2:00

.
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Ubmy of Information In

Reservations Taken 7 Days A Week

19.278 roPlCS • ALL SUBJECTS'
OIlIer Catalog Today with Visa I MC or c6tJ

573-368-4656
1-800-872-9399

Rasean:h Asslstlnc:e

Missouri Department Of Transportation Authorized

. I2O&RR, Los Angeles. CA 90025
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. nOORTO DOOR SERVICE PROVIDED!
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Men/Women earn $480 weeldy assembling circut boards!
electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary.
will train. Immediate openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT.C200.
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The Canterbury Club of
. Christ Episcopal Church
inyites Y0lM:O Join them
. ~f6r Evening Service
every Sunday
at 6:00 PM
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Great pioneers
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don't hesitate.
MDA research
pursues
every possible
avenue.

MDR'

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
People help MDA. ..
becauseMDA helps people.
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I haven't hit
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C
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IRONICALLY; THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS.WHEN IT LOOKS
.LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
ca n last 20 to 30 years or more, You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
.
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each month
beginning at age 30 and you can accumulate
over $172,109" by the time you reach age 65.
But wait ten years a nd you 'll have to budget '
$219 each month to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement. you can count on TlAA-C~F
to help you build the future you deservewith flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.8 million people in' education and
research put TlAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call 't oday and learn how simple it is to
build a secure tomorrow when you have time
and TlAA-CREF working on your side.

"

Start plmtning your future. Call our EnroU/TIOlt Hotline at 1 800842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. so
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Quick LESSON iN EXPERT RESUME WRiTiNG

Scott Mitchell
Columnist

The underlying pmpose of college
is greed. We come 10 college to ensure.
ourselves thaI we'll gel a beller job
than with just a high school
education. However, no
mailer what degrees we obtain over the course of our
life, we will only be assured
a good job if our resume
writing skills are at an optimum. I don't care if you
have a PhD. in medicine
- you still couldn't get
dying .nan to ask for your
help unless you know how
to eff~tively construcl • resume.
So, I have decided to help the dying
man lying on the-floor who needs the
this poorly-resumeed doctor's help,
and I will do this by teaching everyone
hOw to write a great resume.
Before we can begin thal exciting
trek down the hallowed halls of resume

wriling, we must first look at our Word
for the Day. OVER-RESUME: "A
made up word which I placed here jusl
so it will relate to the last line of the
article." Read on and be amazed at my
iJ1tricate planning skills.
Over the years, the art of writing a
resume has drastically changed. Today, we know that without some em-

a

bellishment on our resume, there is
almost no chance of getting a job. We
over-state our education, we overqualify our experience, and we overjudge our self-worth.
Of course, this was not always the
case; in fact, in ancient times, resumes
were used 10 reflect humility rather

than overindulgence. For example,
when applying for an opening as a math
teacher in Greece's public school system, Pythagorus simply had on his resume, "Good with triangles." As we all
know, today that simply wouldn't pass.
Pythagorus wouldn't get the job with
his humble resume.
Resumes these days demand grotesque over-exaggeration,
regardless of how insanely
unrealistic it sounds. My
high school calculus teacher
had on her resume, "Integrated eil( x2)."
Today, overstating one's
accomplishments on a resume is commonplace.
However, to be assured a
job, an appropriate leller accompanying your resume
also must be included.
This leller will be read prior to tbe
resume; therefore, you can use this
letter to establish a mood The mood-I
suggest you try to establish is fear.
Make the person who is reading your
~

World, page 14
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Mask: ReYieww
Halloween is just around the corner, folks, and midterms are getting
closer and closer. I am sure all of you
are keeping up with your studies but
also making sure to keep a bit of Iijne
for kicking back.
I haven't hit any of those ootoriously wasteful haunted houses in SL
Louis yet so I can't relay anything
about tbem now. I am sure I will be
forced into it one way or' another and
when I do, I will be sure to let you all
know. However, I am able to let you
know all know that there will be all
kinds of Cllncerts coming, and as you
can see by tbe huge list in this issue
(see page 7), I am keeping everyone up
to date! The next issue will contain
reviews from the new releases by
Korn, Corrosion of Conformity, Social
Distortion and more ...SO keep reading!
This weeks reviews are for the Alternative listeners as well as the Hard
Rock on which I have been keeping up
to date releases. We are pretty lucky to
have reviews on the new releases by
Tool, frente and Weezer thi~ week, so
eat it up. All of these albums have their
pros and cons, so 10 fill ya in on the
latest, here we go ... .

Weezer
PlakeJ10D
DGC Records
Aiterutive
Performaace:

9

Souad QlUlIty:

8

Since their debut self-titled smash
in
Weezer has teased us with three
songs. One can be found on DGC
Rarities V01. J, andtbe other two are on

'94:

movie soundtracks. Fmally, after two
years, their second album is out. But
could this one be as good as tbeir first?
The answ.er is definitely yes ...
They are back with the same loud,
guitar-driven, sing along anthems that ,
made them so popular. You've probably already heard their new song "El
Scorcho" on the radio by now. A few
hits like "Getchoo" are

also on the ten ~ng release. Overall,
the CD sounds like a continuation of
their first with a slight evolution in
sound. This CD is a must-have for
anyone who enjoys the Weezer sound.

Jason S.
rrente
Shape
Mammoth Records
Alternative

Performance:
5
Sound Quality: 8
The long awaited release from !rente
has finally arrived, and DOW that its
here, I am utterly speechless. Marvin
the Album, their last album, was a
compilation of melodic songs with
varianoes from acoustic guitars to party .
go dance rhythms. Shape has taken a
complete detour from Marvin and is
flooded with Angie Hart's sympathetic
voice. Most of the songs on this album
are slow and boring with Angie' 5 vocal
whining in songs like "Sit On My
Hands" and "Clue," and the song "Horrible'" has definitely been titled with
some thought . .
Theee are a few good songs which
reminded me of the Cranberries.
''What's Come Over Me" and "Burning
Girl" would have to be the most appealing to me.
I have no idea if this album was .
rushed, or if tbere was soooo much
thought involved that they lost what
they had in their ftrst album. I am not
sure if this is cliche, with so many
bands having their ftrst album probably being their best.
I am going to have to say to bail on
this album unless you just love to torture yourself with the accent that Ms.
Hart possesses.
limbob

see Music, page 14
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A Closer Look: Dr.
~
,

Melanie Kostedt

Staff VVriter

Merri~l

Stevens

broad overview of geological principles and applicaJions.
Dr. Stevens just recently completed a research study for Waste Management International on landfill
leachate and its effect on different rock
types. She is currently working on a
project related to environmental stewardship in the 21 st Century for
the Missouri National Guard.
She also submitted a research
proposal to the University Research Board to study the use of
constructed wetlands for
stormwater runoff remediation.
Dr. Stevens devotes time to
several societies and organizations here at UMR. She is the
faculty advisor for the Society of
Women in Engineering, the Society of American Military Engineers and the Association of the
United States Army. She is also
a member of the Society of Mining Engineers, the Association of
Engineering Geologists and the
Juri. F«guoo" American Society for Engineering Education.

Fort Leonard Wood, she was also an
adjunct faculty member for UMR,
teaching GE50, a fundamental geological engineering course.
A couple of years ago, when a position opened in the Geological Engineering Department, Dr. Stevens was
hired as an assistant professor.

A mechanical engineering friend of
mine teases me about my soil mechanics class. ''Why do you need to
study that stuff? Dirt is just dirt. "
Is it? Dr. ~errill Stevens, a
professor in the Geologis:al Engineering' Department at UMR,
would disagree. She dedicates
much of her time to study "dirt"
and th~ valuable minerals that
are contained within it.
Dr. Stevens' birthplace, Virginia, Minnesota, is located on
the Mesabi Iron Range. Her fam ily later moved from this town,
known for iron ore mining, to
Nome, Alaska, where she attended high school. While in
high school, Dr. Stevens played
basketball, acted in drama productions and snowmobiled. She
was also a member of the high Dr. Merrill Stevens
Aside from her obligations at
school debate club.
Dr. Stevens' experiences in the UMR, Dr. Stevens is an engineer ofAfter serving in the United States
Army, Dr. Stevens attended the Uni- army along.with her desire for students fic~ for the Missouri National Guard
versity of Min.nes<?ta-Duluth ) o _ to learn eJl!1apce her effectivenes.s as a and Commander of the Doolittle
achieve a bachelor's degree in geology teacher. She is able to relate how the American Legion Post. She even finds
and minors in both math and physics. concepts being studied are relevant to time to raise farm animals, including
She then went on to obtain her master's re.al-world situations. Her e~amples cows, mules, sheep, goats and all kinds
degree and a Ph.D. in geological engi- and slides not only make learning more of "barnyard birds."
neering from the University of Mis- interesting but also make ma.terial
Dr. Stevens .believes that a~'impo~
souri-Rolla.
more understandable..
. tant aspect .of college life is tqat stuAlthough Dr. Stevens enjoys all of dents set goals for themselveS. Unless
After graduation, Dr. Stevens spent
eight more year~ with the U.S.' Armyas' her glasses, GE50 is. her f~xori~ and ~tuden~ consider what paths they wapt
\ife inorder to accpmplish
a civilian employee. She worked at the most .challenging. Because students to take
Topographic Engineering Center in fro;" several different discij,IU:\,S ~e their ambitions, they could ,,(!lSte a l<j>t
Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and later at. the required,to take this course, she ~lrives of time. on a path that will get them
. U.S. Army Engineer Center in Fort to reveal to them the importance of nowhere or somewhere they don't
Leonard Wood, Missouri. While at geology to engineering and give them a want to be.

m..

7MlPettdat 1I~,.
v'' 'r

Monday--Monday Night Football
Tuesday--Red Dog Night Live Music
Wednesday--LADIES NIGHT
Thursday--College Night
Friday--Steak Night
Open llA.M. to lA.M. Every Day
118 W. 8th St.
364-9686
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There are times when it seems that
no matter how you try and get away,
business will catch up with you. For
instance, I just received a message
from my editor prompting me for this
article. In fact, I'm so busy lat~ly (as I
imagine many of you are), th~t I now
c;:onsider these Saturday writing sessions as leisure time.
Hopefully, if this doesn't take too
long (the words are coming slowly today), I may have time too enjoy the
sunshine while I work on the cobblestone walkway that has been under
conslruction in my yard since JUly.
Now I can imagine that about now
you are thinking that I am the world's
greatest procrastinator, and perhaps a
misdrawn prototype for the slacker
generation. It ' s not so.
I already cleaned out a rehearsal
studio, spent quality time with my family, and balanced my checkbook (this is
a great task, believe me).
And this is all fun, if you have come
to the realization, as I have, that if you

by Sean Cordes
•

~/'Ze4fdte,

,,

.

•

are a truly productive individual, there
is no respite, if you consider it a -lack
from all action ...except maybe if you
are dead.
Now I admit that there are those
individuals who are so well'off that it
may seem that they need never work
again . Wrong
answer. How
many vacations
do you think Bill
Gates takes? In

venture out into those video walls installed in his new home. But you can't
heip but think that all the while he is
contemplating the way in which these
images might be converted into increased productivity and dollars.
Even those who truly don' t need or
want to work must find ways to ke.ep

themselves occupied. Many of the
The UMR Pi
truly rich fmd ways to entertain themCastleman will tal
selves ~ia a multitude of available toys,
week for The Natic
one need ·not delve into details.
Company's perfom
What is more bothersome, howLilt /I; however, i
ever, are those poo.~ individuals who
p.m. Tuesday, Dcl
smile big while offering their time,
sbowing of Woo,
only to renege on their responsibilities I
Migluy Aphrodite.
later, and offend and alienate othe~ in
Woody Allen c
the proCess.
, in this oonltmpon
By example, one member of an
SjXllIscastor inNel
organization I know of is always volunteering information, guidance or assistance. However, this aid is often terminated at the last minute, making this
person less than a help. I guess this
could be viewed at as a respite from
responsibility or obligation.
But perhaps most disdainful are
those individuals who only work when
they have too. They spend their lives
hopping from one sort of respite to
'another, whether it be a dead end marria,ge or a bad job. It seems as though

-

see Voyager, page 14
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National Shakespeare Company
brings As You Like It to Leach Theater
_
,

Ken Campbell
SUB Source

reflection on love and the simplicity of
life. Four different couples court
against the backdrop of the beauty of
the Forest of Arden . The passage of

matching each person with his or her
perfect mate. In Shakespeare's expert
hands and words, he makes sure that
the path of love in As You Like II

On October 22, the National
Shakespeare Company will performAs
You Like II, a ro mantic comedy. The
show will begin at 8 p.m. in Leach
Theater, Castleman Hall. Tickets are
free with a valid student ID, and they
will be available for adults for $5.
Tickets can be purchased and student
tickets picked up at the ticket window
across from the UMR Bookstore.
For Shakespeare aficionados, there
will be a pre-performance lecture on
Shakespeare, given by Dr. Nicholas
Knight in the University Center East
galley on the first floor. It will start at
7 p.m., and everyone is invited to come
and participate.
As You Like II is one of Shakespeare's most romantic plays. It is a

Greek support strong for local charities
Cbrl<iMoore
Interfrater nity
Council Source

FUm festival returns in two
weeks with Mighty Aphrodite
FUm Festival

Many of the
Ilertainthem·
.. ailableloys,
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The UMR Film Festival at
Castleman will take a break next
week for The National Shakespeare
Company's performance of As You
Like II; however, it will return at 7
p.m. Tuesday, October 29, with a
showing of Woody Allen's film
Mighty Aphrodile.
Woody Allen directed and stars
in this contemporary comedy of a
sportscaster in New York who gets

involved with some shady types after winning money at the racetrack.
Allen's typical ensemble cast of
familiar Hollywood faces is featured in this truly funny film that
will provide plenty of laughter for
all students.
Mira Sorvino's performance
won an Academy Award for Best
Supporting Actress. Other cast
members include F . Murray
Abraham, Olympia Dukakis, Claire
Bloom, Michael Rapport and Helena Bonham-Carter.
This 1996 film is rated R. Cost

As part of the 1996 Greek Week
celebration, the Interfraternity Council
and Panbellenic Council sponsored
several events to benefit Rolla charitable organizations. Some of the philanthropy projects Greeks participated
in were the Greek Week Canned Food
Drive and the Greek Carnival.
Over l2,()()() canned foods were
donated to the Salvation Army who in
turn distributed them to local churcbes
and food pantries. Three churches
were needed just to store all of the cans.
A truck and trailer were donated by
Nick Frost of Hi- Tech Collision to haul

all of the cans. Several members of
Acacia Fraternity helped load and unload cans at the various churches.
Houses received Greek Week
points for donating so many cans per
member of their house. Pi Kappa Alpha and Kappa Alpha fraternities each
collected 40 cans per member of their
house, for totals of 2,437 and 2,044
cans, respectively. Kappa Delta lead
sororities with 40 cans per member for
a total of I,SS8 cans, and Zeta Tau
Alpha collected 30 cans per member
for a total of 1800 cans.
The Greek Carnival this year was
also a great success. The event took
place at Lions Club Park and was open
to the Rolla public. Each fraternity and
sorority that competed built a game
booth and charged a fee to play. All of
the money raised was collected and

donated to a local charity. Proceeds
this year, over $700, were given to
LOVE (Local Organization for Vari0us Emergencies). LOVE gives aid to
families in need during emergencies or
on a long-term basis. Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity and Chi Omega sorority each
won the best booth competition.
Other charitable events in which
Greelcs competed include the Greek,
Week Blood Drive and the Aluminum
Can Drive.
The Greek Week final standings
for fraternities were as follows: Pi
Kappa Alpha, flISt; Kappa Alpha, second; Sigma Pi, third; Kappa Sigma,
fourth and Lambda Chi, ftfth. Final
standings for sororities were Zeta Tau
Alpha with flISt place; Kappa Delta
came in second and Chi Omega followed up with third.

..
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UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST
Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00-3:00
Worldwide Automatic Teller Machine
FREE DEBIT CARD USAGE WORLDWIDE

I

Ask about our SIJ ecia/ "Joe Miner" checks.

WELCOME
Universil y Cenlcr Ea,I-UM R 81h &. Pine SI. Hwy. 72 &- Sa le m Ave . Je rrerso n &. Wa,hinglon
Rolla
Rolla
Rolla
SI. J ames

364-5202

364-5202_

364 -5202

265-3222

UMR Computing Services
http://www.umr.edul-cchtml/
OFFICE: MlCS 114 #341-4841; M-F 8:30pm - 4:30pm
CLC: MlCS 10411 08
24 Hours Continuous: SundllY 8:00am - Saturday 2:00am
Saturday: 8:00am - Midnight
HELPDESK: http://www.umr.edulhelpdesk!
NlICS 104 #34 1-HELP(4357), ME 119 #34 1-6039

Recent Major Problems/Fixes/Projects
Report any problems to helpdesk@umr. edu!
I. DIAL-UPS!!!!!: 28.8/33.6 Li ne (#34 1-6322) two modems down and are fixed.
We are continuing to have prob lems in general. Use WWW to report problems
http://www. umr. edulhelpdesk!web/fonns/ and include the assigned ip address
(13 1.151.253.12 or dialup-pkr-I-II .network.umr. edu ). One way to find thi s
out is to " finger username" wh il e on saucer/rocket. Th is info is also li sted in
the trumpet window for those peopl e usin g trumpet. It is not possible to get
this in fo if the modems are not answering or yOll got garbage once conne~ted.
2. Rocket a nd Sa ucer had their System Boards and CPUs rep laced in early
September. After more work, Rocket is workin g fine.
3. Newsletter Published Online: Take at look at
http ://www.u mr.edul-cchtmllnews/
4. New Ma il notification is now working on the general purpose Uni x systems
SaucerlRocket. Problems were from the change of the Dial -Up server fro m
FTP(SMTP) to POP interface.
s. Windows 95 is not supported yet but plans are in motion t.o support users and
have CLC Win95 Machines soon????
6. There is a New Computer Learning Center on Fratern ity Row in Roun d
House. Direct questions about hours to Me linda Pu ll en (#3 41 -6138).
7. There is a New Faster Internet Co nn ectio n; a T I line through Sprint. Service
has go ne down a few times due to Sprint router fa ilure. Sprint acted quickly
and got serv ice back up .
8. Printin g on Sa ucerlRocket is handl ed with a new and updated program umr_lp .
If you are connected and have a personal print daemon you can print out from
SaucerlRocket locally( i.e. at HOME). For more info look under Printing from
Unix at http://www.umr.edul-cchtm lldocs/uni xl on the WWW.

Barrack's Restaurant and Lounge
1102 N. Pine 364.;3307
Owners of the Grotto invite you to
their new restaurant and lounge.
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11:00-4:30
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Steaks, Seafood, & Specialty Items
Lounge 8:00-11:.00
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Wine, Mixed Drinks, Beer
Nightly Drink Specials
Introductory Special
$.50 Off Sandwiches
$1.00 Off Meals
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Quarterback injured: Hornets pound Miners

,Football team faces disaster in Em

."

PAc

Matt Ryan
Staff Writer

"The football Miners, ,lost
another game this week, losing to the
Hornets of Emporia State by a score
of 52-20. The Miners fall to 2-4(0-4
in the MIAA), while Emporia State
improves to 3-3(3-1 in the MIAA).
Emporia State employs a high
powered offense, the $ting and shoot
, a variation of the run and shoot ,as
the score shows; while on defense
'Concentrate on stopping the run.
The game started with the
Miners receiving and driving to the
Emporia 42 before being forced to
punt. Emporia State was able to
break a 48, yard run on second down
to the Miner 36 yard line. The Miner
defense allowed them to get to the
UMR 16 yard line before forcing
them to kick a field goal to ·make the
score 3-0.
The Miners ' then received the
ball and were able to drive 65 yards
to score a touchdown. This drive
featured a 28 yard run by Steve
Hodson and a 26 yard pass from Oan
Van Anne to Elliott Jackson. Russell
Zung capped the drive with a two
yard run to make the score 7-3 .
The UMR defense was able to'
drive Emporia State backwards,
forcing a punt after four plays. The
Miners were unable to do anything
with the ball" however. A bad kick
by punter James Harden gave
Emporia State excellent field
position at the UMR 44. Once again,
the UMR defense came up big,
stopping the Hornets after they drove
to the 26 yard line.

The Miners took over on
downs here, but once again the UMR
offense sputtered, punting from the
same spot they took the ball over at.
This time, Harden got off a better
punt into the wind, but the Hornets
still got the ball at their own 46 yard
line.
Emporia State's Sting and
Shoot
offense showed its
explosiveness here, reeling off two
' straight first downs followed by a 35
yard touchdown pass to make the
score 10-7 with nine seconds left in
the first quarter. The Miners went
three and out, with Harden getting a
42 yard punt. The Hornets were able
to get a 39 yard run to the UMR 5
yard line. Emporia State was able to
punch it in from here, making the
score 17-10.
UMR was able to get a first
down on the next possession, on a 12
yard Hodson run, before being forced
' to punt. The Hornet then reeled' off
an impressive eight play, 80 -taf9
drive to make the score 24-7 with
8:45 left in the second quarter.
The Miner offense was unable
to get a first down ; but" more
importantly quarterback Oan Van
Anne was ' sidelined with an injury
on the next possession. The Hornets
s~~ed yet another tpuchdown on the
• next possession, making the score317 with, 2:45 left on the clock to put
tJle game out of the Miners reach.
Th,e rest of the game had a
few highlights for the Miners,
including a '69 yard run by Brian
Tillman for a touchdown to make the
score 52-13 with 4:27 lefi' in the
game. The other highlight was a nine
play, 48 yard drive under the
direction of freshman quarterback
Matt Brueckner, capped by a pass
from Brueckner to fellow freshman
wideout Sean McInerney.

u.1Iont.

UMR quarterback, Dan Van Anne throws a pass to Brandon Risner, In the Miners game
against Emporia State.
The Miners were outgained on
the ground by over 200 yards, 363136. In the air, they fared a little
better, managing 72 yards to the
Hornets 214.
On offense, Oan Van Anne was
4 of 14 for 53 yards, while backup
Brueckner was 3-12 for 19 yards.
The receivers were led once again by
Elliott Jackson, who caught three
passes for 47 yards. On the ground,
Brian Tillman led with 114 yards on
11 carries, while Steve Hodson had
59 Yllrds in 13 carries. Nathan
Murphy led the defense with 15
tackles, while Bryan Lewis had 10,
Gafy Tomlinson nine, Matt Hinson
and Brian Gilmore both with eight.
Next week the Miners host the
Ichabods of Washburn at 1:30 on
Parent's Oay at Jackling field.

Miner Match-up

Washburn at UMR
Site: Jackling Field Rolla, MO
. Date:October 19,1996
Time: 1 :30 pm COT
1996 Records: Washburn (2-3,2-2 in the MIAA), Miners (2-4, 0-4 in MIM) .
Series Record: 5-2 UMR leads.
Head Coaches: Tony DeMeo(8-17-0 3rd year at Washburn; 71-48-4 overall,)
Jim Anderson (13-34-1 in 5th year at UMR)
Players to watch: Washburn: OB Joe Schartz, DE Beau Caryl
Miners: WR Elliott Jackson, LB Brian Gilmore
Outlook: In order for the Miners to have a respectable MIAA finish this i$ an
absolute must wi"n game.
Sourc9s:UMR Sports Information

I
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UMR Miners to face Missouri ~outhern Lions Todav
. . Nathan Erdman

~

Sports Editor

The University of Missouri-Rolla
men's soccer team will host the Lions
of Missouri Southern tonight in a critical Mid-American Intercollegiale Association clasb. The game is set to
begin at 7 p.m. at the UMR soccer
complex.
Miner bead coach Marie Salisbury
feels the game with the Lions has incredible importance in the M1AA race.
" It will be a very tougb game. they're a
good team. They beat Drury . It's a team
we have to beat to win the conference.
We need to play our best," Salisbury
said The Miners will enter the game at
7-5-1, and 1-0 in M1AA play.
On Saturday the Miners beat SI.
Joseph's (Ind) 2-0 at the UMR soccer

field After a scoreless first half the
Miner's Dave Nauman put in a Mike
Kiefer cross for the first goal of the
game at 46:21. The second score came
on a free kick from back John Almeida
at 65:39. ·The Miners outshot the Pumas 16 to 7. UMR goalkeeper Kevin
Levy bad three saves and earned the
shutout for the Miners.
Salisbury points to the player's
half time assessment of their performance as the key factor in the Miner' 5
second half improvement. "We talked
about what we needed to do and we did
it," Salisbury said.
"We need to start games with the
same intensity we played in that second balf," Salisbury Idded.
Salisbury also talked about the
importance of the win. "It's very important. We needed to get an track."
Salisbury said. "It was nice to get the

win."
The Miners also lost
Rockbridge on Sunday 5-0.

Miner Match up

to

Miner goal keeper, Kevin Levy, blocks a shot from Phillip McGrath of the St. Joseph
Pumas. The Miners will face Missouri Southern at 7 p.m. tonight

LadyMiner Match up

Missouri Southern at UMR
Date: Oct. 16, 1996
Site: UMR Soccer
Complex

Date: Oct. 16, 1996'
Site: UMR soccer
complex
Time: 5:00 p.m.

Players to watch: Kevin Levy, Gevan McCoy, John
Kwantes

Players to watch: Kate Masterman, Natalie Sanders, Rachel
Lewis
Outlook: The Lady Miners will have their hands full with a strong
Southern Indiana team.
But, Coach Mark Salisbury feels the Lady Miners can corJ1)ete.

OUtlook: The Miners face the Uons in a pivotal MIAA
game. With a win the Miners will remain in the thick of
the conference race.
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Baseball playoffs'in high gear
. . ChrIs Kullfay

~

Stair Writer

Hello again sports fans . This
time of the year is great; not only do
we have post-season baseball, the
thick of the football season, and the
beginning of hockey, but also the
NBA exhibition season is underway. I'll wait for a while to give you
the scoop on basketball, but let's
check out the resl.
Baseball is actually getting exciting folks, and for those of you
who'd never believe it, you're not

alone. Recently, however. there have
been lOme really good ,ames. andeven
lOUIe heroics. Saturday. the Cardinals
tOok a 2-1 series lead over heavilyfavored Atlanta on the back of Ron
Gant's two home runs. Also u of
Saturday, the Yanbes have a 3-1 series lead over home run record-setting
Baltimore with an 84 win. Wbile
nothing's decided yet, it looks like it
may just be two of baseball's most
historic teams, New York and St.
Louis, in the World Series.
By the time you'll be reading this,
this week's football games will be over.
There are some dandies though, and
the Monday nigbt game between San
Fran and the Pack should be even better. Things are going tough if you re a

Rams fan, and the Chiefs had the
weeltoff.
In the NBA, the exhibition preseason will last until October 28.
On November I, the regular season
will begin. An ear1y favorite to win
it all, obviously, is Chicago. The
Bulls sum ready and certainly
haven't lost any confidence since
their 72-10 ~ding of the rest'of
the league. Look for a possible
repeat, especially if the Worm ltays
happy.
111 try to have more on hockey
for you next week, but until then
don t forget to check out your favorite football tearn, and even try to
catch a baseball game or twothey've been great so far!

Lady 'Miners lose,two
Lady Pumasoutshot UMR 16-7 in the

~

Nathan Erdman
Sports Editor

The Lady Miners will bost a tough
Southern Indiana team at 5 p.m. tonigbt
at the UMR soccer field. The Lady Miners will enter the game with a 6-8-1
record after a pair of losses over the
weekend to Rockhurst and SI. Joseph's
(Ind) It will be the last home game of the
season for the Lady Miners.
Coach Mark Salisbury feels his
team can compete with Southern indiana. "I think we'll play right with them.
I think we're going to have a good shot at
them;" Salisbury said.
The Lady Miners losl' 2~ to St.
Joseph's (Ind.) on Saturday. Mary Reid
scored boIh ,oats for the Lady Punlas,
early on at 9:44 and another at 63:06 to
seal the victory for SI. Joseph ·s. The

game. Goalkeepa Rachel Lewis had
seven saves for the Lady Miners
while giving up two goals.
Salisbury commented on the
Lady Miner's inability to get posses- .
sion. "They outworked us to every
ball that was contestable. They go to '
, the baIl very hard. You bave to give
.them a lot of credit." Salisbury said.
"We're not strong in the air. We need
to be able to play the ball on the
ground If we can't do that we:re in a
lot of trouble, " Salisbury added The
nationally ranked Lady Pumas upped
their record to 12-1-1 on the season. .
The Lady Miners were able to
defeat Drury last Thursday j -2. Lady
Miner standout Natalie Sanders tallied three more goals in the game.
while ~te Muterman aided with all
three of the Lady Miners assists. The
Lady Miners also lost to Rockhurst
last Sunday dropping their record to

6-3-\.
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Cross country tunes up for MIAA

\1
.

Natban

Erdm~n

Sports Editor

The UMR 'cross country teams
:ompeted in the Central Missouri State
Invitational last Saturday i n
Warrensburg, Mo. The Miner men finIShed fifth out of seven teams, while
the women did not qualify for a team
;core in their tune up for the MidAmerica Intercollegiate Athletic As;o- '
ciation meet in two wi!eks.
Men
The men finished fifth out of
;even teams with a 112 point score just
behind Northwest Missouri State's
110 score and ahead of host Central

Missouri State. The Mules Track Club
won the meet, with Pittsburg State
finishing with the highest collegiate

Min~rs were unable to qualify for a
team score. Northwest Missouri State
d.ominated the meet with second,

score. Alexander Alexin of Central
Missouri State was the highest collegiate fmisher.
Ben Mulvaney was the highest
Miner finisher with a fourth place time
of 33:43.0. "Ben had another strong
race. Hopefully he can fmish high in
the conference standings, head cross
country coach Sarah Preston said.
Some newer faces toward the front for
. the Miners wer~ Jeremy Spencer and
Dan Saylor who were called upon to
compensate for injuries to Kevin
Johnson and 9raig McCauley.

third, fourth and fdth.
Sonia Blacketer won the meet for
Missouri Southern. Sheri Lentz was
the top Lady Miner finisher with a
ninth place time of 19:46.0. "I felt like
we ran strohg. Sheri looked a little
more tired. She worked hard in practice. She didn't finish as high as she
would h~ve liked," Preston said.
Preston also pointed to solid pertormances from Tracy Jones and Sheryl
Ziccardi. Because all of the MIAA
schools were at the CMSU meet
Preston believes it gives a clear picture
of what to expect in two weeks. "Sheri
should be in the top ten, which is all
conference. It's very competitive,"
Preston said.

Women
Due to injuries to Abigail Knapp
and Serena J agtiani, who was held out
because of a knee injury, the Lady

Men's Soccer
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Alabama State 35, Clark
Atlanta 28
Albany State
14,
AJabamaA&M 7
Angelo StaIB 38, EasIBm
New Mexico 28
Ashland 24 , Wayne
State (MI) 7
Augustana (SO) 41,
Morningside 21
Bloomsburg
74,
Mansfield 13
Carson-Newman 34,
WIIlg8te 13
Central Oklahoma 24,
Abilene Christian 6
Chadron State 32, New
Mexico Highlands 21
Clarion
59 ,
Shippensburg 20
C.W. Post 27, Trenton
State 21
Delta
State
24,
Henderson State 0
East Stroudsburg 40,
West Chester 33
Elizabeth City State 12,
Bowie State 7
Emporia Slale 52,
Miaaouri Rolla 20
Edinboro 14, California
(Pa.) 13
Fairmont State 67, West
Virginia Tech 0
State
40,
Ferris
Northwood 24
Fort Valley State 40,
Mile~29

Gardner· Webb
28 ,
Lenoir·Rhyne 25
Gnand Valley State 56,
t.tc:higan Tech 7
Glanville State 42, West
Vrginia Wesleyan 35
Hardin ·Simmons 34,
Mississippi College 33 '
Hillsdale 24 , Northern
Michigan 14

Indiana (Pa.) 32 , SI. Francis (IL) 41,
Slippery Rock 31
Quincy 0
Kutztown41 , Cheyney 7 SI. Joseph's (IN) 63,
Lane (TN) 23, Kentucky Wilmington (OH) 7
Salve ' Regina 37,
State 19
Uvingstone 21 , Johnson Massachusetts-Lowell
C. Smith 7
14
Mercyhurst34, Gannon Savannah State 10,
14
Morris Brown 3
Mesa State 36, Colorado Shepherd 49, Concord
20
School of Mines 6
Millersville 34 , Lock Sonoma State 24,
Humboldt State 10
Haven 12
Minnesota-Dululh 39 , South Dakota State 28,
Moorhead State 22
South Dakota 17
Missouri Southern Stale Southern Connecticut
45, Southwest Baptist 7 State 34, Rowan 6
Missouri Western Stale Stonehill 45, Western
New England 7
38, Pittsburg State 28
Nebraska-Keamey 42, Stony Brook 52, Central
Connecticut 7
Fort Hays State 14
Nebraska·Omaha 26 , Tarleton State 27, West
North Dakota 7
TexasA&M 17
Newberry 35, Charleston Texas A&M·Kingsvilie
Southem 6
$
T9IS
A&M
New Haven 66, Virginia Commerce 28
Union 0
Tuskegee
14,
North Carolina Central Morehouse 0
28 , Winstom·Salem Union 23,Albany (NY)6
State 0
Valdosta Slate 52 ,
Northern Colorado 38, Arkansas-Monticello 24
North Dakota State 36
Virginia State 30,
Northern
State Fayetteville Staie 7
University
45, Washburn 23 , Central
MinnAsota·Morris 7
Missouri State 7
Norlhwesl Missouri · Weslem New Mexico 36,
State 52, Truman State Midwestem State 22
22
Western Slate 41,
Portland State 32, UC· Adams State 23
Davis 27
West Georgia 30,
Presbyterian
19, Central Arkansas 7
Catawba 15
West Virginia State 35,
Sacred Heart 16, WestUbertyState32
WlIlona State 35, Bemidji
Assumption 13
Saginaw Valley State 20, State 28
In<ianapolis 14
SI. Cloud Slale 48,
Mankato State 42

NSCAAIUmbro Selecl Top 20 College Ranking ••
Be!!!!!!!ed; Ocl. Z. 1996
Previous
BIIlI!Ilf fgjD1l
.RInk
..BInk ~
1
1
Southern Connecticut (11 )
11-0-0
240
2
Lynn University (FL) 7-1-1
226
2
3
3
CS·Bakers~eId
10-2-1
211
4
7T
Oakland (MI)
6·3·1
209
New Hampshire College
5
7T
6-0·1
190
Gannon (PA) .
6
4
9·1-0
181
Catawba College (NC)
7
13
8-1 -0
170
Franklin Pierce (NH)7·2-O
8
5
146
9
Grand Canyon (AZ) 5·2·2
9
143
West Virginia Wesleyan
10
10
8·3-0
132
7-2-1
119
11
S. Carolina - Spartansburg
18
12T
6·3·1
103
Cal State Los Angeles
12
9+Q
103
12T
Barry University (FL)
NR
14
20
7·1-0
71
Keene State (NH)
8·2-0
68
15
NR
Lewis (IL)
6·4-0
16
64
Chico State (CA)
NR
6-2-1
47
Wingate University (NC)
17
19
7-3-0
RV
42
WestTexasA&M
18
SIU·Edwardsville
19
TRV
7·3-0
20
Southampton (NY)
6-3-0
20
TNR
19

Cross
Count
Miner Invitational, Oct. S
at Rolla, Mo. (SK)
Sheri Lentz, 19:09;
16. Tracy Jones, 20:36;

22. Sheryl Ziocarci, 21 :08;

30. Serena Jagliani, 21 SO;
31. Mindy Settles, 21 :53;
35. Abigail Knapp, 22:15.

Women's Soccer
PLAYER
Natalie Sanders
Kate Masterman
Katie Marcum
Amanda Gilbertson
Kim Hydeman
Amber Fischer
Kelly Thomas
Alison Hanson
Heather Morgan

.su.

ii

fIS

17

38

31

5

13

17

3
3
2

8

74

15
4
16

4
·19

4

1
1

2
1

7

6
5
5
4
3

Central Missouri State
InVitational, Oct. 12 at
Warrensburg, Mo. (SK)
8 . Sheri Lentz, 19:41; '
31 . Tracy Jones, 20 :42;
53. Sheryl Ziccardi, 22 :1 0;
55. Mindy Settles, 22:20.
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brayo

14 A.F.L partner
15 Tend a stubborn

""'"

16 New Te5tament
opener
18 Bets both ways
20 Remark from
Jsck Benny
21 Wire service
abbr.
23 LonginS
24 Hitchcock
antagonists,
25 Daytime TV

'"

entry
27 Milkmaid',

perch

"10 Shc played
Forresl Gump's
mochcr
11 Chicks and "
ducks and geese
17 Some woven

29 PieceS of Lamb?
31 Golfs first

SI.OOO.OOO
winner

35 Christmas entree
31 Be frugal

fabrics

38 Pur .... ariety
41 FeaSI-famine

link
43 April expen-

2 Have debts
3 Decathlon

c:hampin
diture
1948.nd 1952
44 "Monopoly" card
4 One of
4S Walcnidc
stopo.... et
47 Carville',
talk-show-

hose wife
49 Perch
52 Model C.rol
S3 Mamic', man

Thanks for I)Ot to.wing my car!

. ''FM''
Cathleen,
Your name is still spelled wrong!!
Kl\thleen'
(the righl way)

Tbapks for "cooking" for us in football!
.

9:30 on Thursday!!! :)
KCSCCDJJPA '

Hey Altman 5,
You are the coolest house! :)

J

NRllli Rocks! Good work on the
,Kickoff Classic and Leadership Trip.
Make a move!!
Glad you're back, Gerrit!
BiggD,
Keep shopping at K-Mart!
lighl .. umm-hmm!
Little C

Kappa Chi, you know who you are,
We are #1.
Candice

Quad Staff
Blue

We love Je11-0 wrestlers ... yum
yum!

8 Nevenheless
9 Yellow-hrown

hue

MAC 2 Rocks!
IHZVCANZ
also

Kristi,
Thanks a lot for all your help in
flag-football!! You rule!!
DOL
Sigma Chi,
Thanks for all the fun during Derby
Days!! Hope we didn't break you too '
bad!
DOL

''Ug, lIg," go cavemen!

The

Rho Alpha,
You've gottafight, for your right, to
PAAARRTY!!

Um, I don't think so. Altman 6 is
the best! No "butts" about it!!!

Cat,
If you run away, leave me a letter.
Kat

Hey George, Sloppy Joe and Big Josh,
ThaOk you for coaching us'in Derby
Days! We love you guys!
DOL

Little C,
Get those tables ready!
The other wild one

Paula,
How does it feel to have two guys
fighting over you?!

Kelly (Lush Moose),
Food cooks faster when it's inside
the microwave.

Watch out for cowumm buckwing.
Thanks for dinner Chi-O!
cheesecake was great!

46 A 10-0-0-on8

neckwear

26 Eastcrn temple
28 "Fidelia," e.g.
30 Addressee
32 Allanta-based
anomey
33 One 011'"

lime
48 Backtalk
SO Bonam line
SI Uno. due.-"

G.ban

Ben,
We have a great family,!
Parsley '
To Joe L. and Adam,
You guys are the greatest!
Tonica

'I'm lookin
',pa~

Th,e Min=: Football Team.
We love and support you guys!
Gold Minm

Dance Squad
DOE loves Sigma Pi!!
Craig,
Did you enjoy the rodeo?
Tara
DOE loves Sigma Pi's pledges
DOE loves their new pledges!

Hey all you Dang ObriOllious Ladies.
Getfunky!!!

, Congrats, Sigma Pi, on Homeo
ing!

DOL loves AEPi!!
Farrar 3,
You guys are the coolest people.
Thanks for everything. We are definitely the best house. :):)
Anne

22 No( neg.
24 fluffy

To
Here's to Psycho Bull MOoses!!!

Holtman is too mature for pernonLamitola,
Why do you make me skip?
YLS

lenni! fame
40 Pier
42 Places in the
heart
4S Tour de France
cnlry

, Blue Moose Club Rules!!!!

DJ,

Your Mentor
LB,

6 Instigate

1 '"Oh. woe!"

~randori,

Hey Anne,
Let's discuss your G!
VNA!

'DOL
Keep up the great work, DJ and
Carl! You guys are the best!
Love,
'

S tndigent

new pledges!! Aim Marie, Billie; Jen"'~'" , · Did you ever stab that pieCe of
Pam, Darcy, 'E.lizabeth, we love YQ~':,~,i~ce?
t·
mail!!
Ann"Cheri, Leslie DOL,
Great job on Derby-Oays!

Lambda Chi,
Where's my Zima, L8I)lbiia chi?? '

HOMES

19 Plasler of
Paris on which
one paints
21 Purpose

34 Harrison Of
Reed
360klOlhormn
38 Madison A'te.
employec
39 Fraser of

Kimbe,
Thank you for all of your help during Derby Days, you did a great job!
DOL
Brandon,
Welcome to the family.
Love,
YBS
Parsley loves Sigma Pi!!!

DOE
Administration,
We need you to get us where w·
going.
Outreach,
Make sure we bring everyone
us.
Vision,
You're our eyesight, now lea
way.

-------__________- T
_

~
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by Daryl Cagle
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DAVE
by David M iller

1
~

~
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*
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DA~LA IT'''' NOT TI'!4T I DON' T

,

l.1~£N

'-w

WI1I\T you'~ t;AYu'.JC,
I T:; JUST. .. UM .. ,

~--~

"""'~
cd

.hom."

odUan AV<.

Pio!tt

.

.., 0(

1"is r.n.

lttliatbr:

'"

.. den....

' ry
~

~b,

atfamily!
Panky

lID,

, egrellCSll

"I'm looking for something that will clear
a space for me on8 crowded bus,"

Tonica
ltball Team.
°WlrlyoU gII!
Gold MirtD

-

DanceSqU

-j1Ila Pi!!

rodeo?
Tara

---

I the

gutaPi'spJedf

"Have you looked in the garden?"

~

eirnewpJed!l

~

lI1aPi,onHOfij

"Dinner is

not

being served."

-

......--------__
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Music
Tool
Aenima
Zoo
Rock! Alternative/Slammin'
Perrormance:
8
Sound Quality:
8
The new release fro m Tool has
been long awaited with fll!ls pacing
around like expecting fathers . For
those that haven ' t gotten their copy,
ITS OUT!! GETlT!!! NOW!
This album has outperformed, outintensified and literally blown away
their pedestal album, Undertow .
Each song on the album is loaded
wi th originality . Once you have
cracked open the CD and had fun playing with the cover (a cool kaleidoscope
thingy, giving the effect that the picture
seems to move) you stand hunched
over as if you are on point in a military
mission. The first song is aU it is
expected to be, loaded with bass, guitars, drums and enough energy to kick

Trail
Kingshighway at the stop ligbt and
proceed past the RoUa Chamber of
Commerce Wltil fmally ending at Martin Spring Drive.
Landscaping for the trail is pIarmed
for the fall and wint~ of 1997-98. The
I.S .T.E.A. funds allow for the purchase
of a limited number of trees to beautify
the trail. In addition, more trees, park
benches and other enhancements will

from page 5
start our nuclear reactor.
The titles to their songs are beyond
strange, but so is the band. Songs like
"Stinkfest.," "Hooker with a Penis" and
"Useful Idiot" all use colorful titles, but
when listening to the song, the titles
explain themselves.
W hen I first got my copy, I w asn ' t
sure what to expect. I loved Undertow
a nd didn ' t think it could be
topped ...boy was I wrong! The album
never mellows out; each song is almos t
interconnected with the last making it
an almost nonstop mosh compilation.
This album is beyond awesome and
would have my thumbs up if they
weren' t so sore from ripping open the
jewel box so much. I would have to say
my favorite songs include "Eulogy,"
"Stinkfest" and "Third Eye." I have my
reasons and can almost guarantee that
they will be yours too. Show your
support and pick up your copy today,
you won't regret it!
Jimbob

from page 1
be added through the use of private
funds.
The trail is expected to be quite a
popular place. RoUa Parks and Recreation Director Ken K wantes stated,
"We expect the ACORN trail to be
heavily used, as many folks already
walk, run, and bike on those streets.
The trail will provide a saf~ recreation
opportunity."

Dinner

from page 1

"This is not supposed to be intimidating," Sowers commented. "It
should be fun and a good learning
experience. rm very excited about the
event." The menu for the Etiquette
Dinner is as foUows: hors d'oeuvres,
tomato bisque, mixed green salad,
chicken Marsala with grilled mushrooms, wild rice, and sauteed autumn
vegetables, and Curator's chocolate
cake.
This is the first time that such an
event has been held at a campus wide
level. Seating is limited so reservations must be given no later than October 28. To make reservations, e-mail
Chris Sowers at chirsS@umr.edu or
call 341-6170.

CPR
can keep your love alive
Park

from page 2

first university ever to win the Missouri QUality Award, patterned after
the prestigious Malcolm Baldrige National QUality Award. This honor also
makes UMR the first doctoral-granting
institution in the nation to win such and
award.
All members of the UMR campus
and the Rolla community are invited to
attend. For any questions regarding
this presentation, please call Wesley
House at 364-1061.

Park said that he had contacted sev~a1
insurance companies and they had all
said that they would not provide insurance for an event such as Alice. He also
noted that the St. Louis district court
was famous for giving large plaintiff
awards in injury lawsuits.
Hart responded that the St Pat's
committee had talked to insurance
companies that would cover an event
sucb as Alice.
When a student asked about the
possibility of student knights signing
waivers before participating in Alice,
Parle commented that waivers like that
seldom held up in court.
Another topic that fueled a number
of questions was the removal national
advertising budget for the St Pat's
committee. Park said thal he did not
believe any final decision had been
made on the budget., but Grove pointed
out that the St Pat's budget had already
been approved by Student Council.
Hart said that the committee had been
advised by the University to cut the
national adverti sing budget before
submitting the budget for approval.
Park said that his concern with the
national advertising budget was the
possibility of bringing a bad element of
people into Ro Ua. He said he felt the
celebration should be for UMR stu-

OC I

~

'!l1e FIJlunaJ1
improve your

Rocko
was created specifically for the movie,
adding to its realism . They were unfamiliar tunes, yet they resonated with
the distinct aura of the early 1960's.
The only drawback is that the catchy
title song grew into quite an annoyance
as it was repeated through the movie.
Even so, Rocko digs Thai Thing
You Do!, and rates it thusly:

funds an

Humor: 7
Just Plain Fun: 9
Story Pace: 7 (skip-a-long)
OveraU Entertainment: 9

World

from page 5

resume and letter fear the consequences
of your vehement actions if you do not
get the job. Citing psychiatric wards
you've "visited" and doctors who regretted "inviting" you is a sure fire way to
develop a fear.
Mentioning a specific example of
what events unfolded when you were
turned down for employmentlast time is

Aiming

from page 5

reach it, you must have already made
your decisions and accepted the path to
fmd your dreams before you can enter
the haUs of the Kingdom. By that time,
the trip is a reminiscence, a chance to
look back on the road and see the
decisions you never expected to be
quite so important.
-

" --- .. -----=

-

..

~~ ~ ~ ,,~ -

another great means of establishing fear.
I know this idea may sOWld a bit crazy,
but you'll be surprised at how many
people would rather have a criminally
insane coworker than face the consequences of upsetting him (or her).
WORD COUNT: words having the
prefix "over": 10; the word "resume"
appeared 17 times.

Solutions
from page 12

WOMEN FAY OFF
AWARE OLE CIO
RETIE MATTHEW
HEDGES WELL
UPI
YEN BIRDS
SOAP STOOL
ESSAYS PALMER
GOOSE SAVE
ANJOU ORA TAX
DEED BOATEL
MATALIN ROOST
ALT
IKE
INCUR
NEY PER ASKME

Forum
time when no mailer bow popular it is
there are some things we can't do."

,

~----------~~----------~c -

wltkj

from page 1
dents and those that students l"'rsonally invite. He expreased several times
his desire to keep the celebration from
becoming a "y'aIl come party."
Parle said that FBI stuc!ies done on
parties that got widespread recognition
or advertisement sbowed that they attracted a criminal element According
to Parle, the studies showed that the
damage done by this "bad element"
more than offset the positive economic
impact from the influx of visitors.
Hart said that the event has never
been advertised as a "Come get drWlk
in RoUa party." He also noted that the
money from the national advertising
budget was actually used for advertising in throughout the state of Missouri.
The advertisements have focused on
the sale of St Pat's green.
One student asked if Parle's desire
to localize the celebration included the
elimination of out of town marching
bands and state level dignitaries. He
noted that in the past people had suggested more marching bands as a way
to improve the parade. He also noted
that, in the past., several state level
government officials had participated
as honorary knights. Park said that he
did not see the need to change events
such as the formal kn ighting or the
parade.
A n African- A me ri can student
asked what kind of student input was

sought in pIanning the events of St.
Pat's week. She specifically wanted to
know if the committee tried to get
minority input Hart said that they
were trying to improve in that area. He
noted however that they had worked
with the Society of Hispanic Engineers
(S.H.P.E) last year. SR.P.E. sold food
at some of the events. Hart also noted
that be had contacted the president of
the Association of Black Students, and
invited him to come to some plarming
meetings.
A fmal class of questions dealt with
costs incurred by the St Pat's committee because of rules placed on them by
the University. One such rule says that
aU committee events must take place
on campus. This means that any food
related to the event must be purchased
through Marriott food services. Some
members of the St Pat's committee felt
that Marriott's prices were inflated
compared to other sources.
Parle responded to this by saying,
"There's a reason all events are on
campus. Past evenls have ...!et's just
say they haven't gone weU." Park was
most likely referring to the alcohol
related deaths of two Sl Pat's Board
members in 1988 and 1991 following
Board functions.
Hart noted that at many of the commi ttee events faculty members are
present, and that it would be very un-

likely for events of the past to be repeated with that kind of supervision.
Parle said that be felt there was room to
look at events individually and consider the possibility of having some of
them off campus.
Committee members also expressed concern with the money they
had to pay to have Univ~ity Police
present at some events in addition to
RoUa City police. They also wondered
if there would be an opportunity for
them to do work themselves that in the
past has had to be done by employees of
the University. They noted that often
physical facilities personnel got paid a
premium for their time in helping set
up for St. Pat's events.
Hart ended the question and answer format by saying, "!t'U be a happy
day for the committee when we are no
longer punished for the sins of our
forefathers, and are judged by our own
accomplishments. "
After the question and answer format ended at 8:00, several people took
the opportunity to make their personal
comments to the audience present and
the people listening on the radio.
The student who had earlier asked
Hart to explain why Alice was being
fought for, said that those fighting to
preserve the tradition were "beating a
dead horse. We're being given an opportuniry to change here." he contin-

ued, "Let's take that opportunity and

move on."
A female student wbo identified
herself as a knigbt during last year's
celebration called that experience "one
of the greatest honors since I came to
UMR. " She noted that the students
figbting for Alice now are the alumni of
tomorrow. "We will be the future of
University funding, so the Univ~ity
should listen to us now."
One person making a comment
said that he was speaking as a parent.
He commended the students for working hard for the celebration and taking
care of one another. "We want you to
have a good time," he said, "but we
want you to live through it"
Anoth~ student pointed out that
the St. Pat's committee "does a lot of
good things besides throw a good
party." She noted the I~rship and
responsibility opportunities available
to members of the committee. She
encouraged everyone listening to become a part of Sl Pat's both to positively effect the celebration, and to
positively affect themselves.
As moderator of the event., Rich
Lee got the last word. He said, "If we
don't get discouraged, and keep throwing ou't good ideas, St. Pat's will grow.
People will look back at traditions we
start this year and wonder how it could
have ever been better."

----------------=- y
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improve your grades i,l ArtS and Sciences co,urses. AlUlOugh
funds are limited, tutors are currently 'available for:

:104

hemistry
,1,3,5,241,242
omp. Science 53,73,77,78
Economics
121,122
nglish ' " 60,75,80,105,106
French
1,2,80
German
1.2,70
History
111,112,175,176
LifeScience 110,112,115,231

"

.

Math
2.4,6,8,21,22
P!1ilosophy
5,15
Physics
, 21,23,24, 2~
Political Sci.
90
Psyciiology
50.140
Russian
;,,2,80
Spanish
1,2,80
Statistics 115,1 16,2 15

The Savings Aren't.
Make the most of our special discounts aU month.

rJ~!J~t/

For more infsmnation call 341-6937 or stop uy. 235
HU;:13nities/Sp.cial ~ciences ,

-
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mgfear.

itcrazy,
w many
iminally
ronse·

!

er).

winglhe

'resume'

1981

. CQntedy
'"Her Theatre
Dru"II's

".

rt

Planned Parenthood®
Parent/Child Workshops
Girls 9-12, Oct. 28
Girls 13-16, Nov. 12
Boys 9-12, Oct. 29
Boys 13-16, Nov. 11

O~tQber 21, "96
with Steve ~ Q"ard a"d bwe Markwe"
IrQM the ',,""y UQ"e
b,""er 6:0'0 pM
C6llttcdy sh6lWw.,tkc
ShQwtlMC ':00 PM : 't,6lU"fC 9:00pM
$1$.00 per penQ" $$.00 per pcrs6lM

tyand

341-2110 lQr ReservatfQ"s

ntified
years

C6lSP6lMswcct by KMt«

Workshops are free.
Held 'at Rolla Technical Institute.
. Registratiqn is necessary.
573-364-150~ by Oct. 2

-
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lIDe to

udents
mniof
IUIt of
vcmty

nmenl
parent

wort·
taking
youto

Business manager with entrepren'eudal spirit, part-time to start. ,
Send .CV. Include a summary of your strengths and weaknesse!i.
Boxholder, P.O. Box BB, Rolla, MO 65402.
'
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Voting Absentee Ballot?
The deadline to request your absentee ballot is
October 30.

lUI we
utlhal

lotof
r

good

op and
IiJabIe
She
to be·
l

pori·

Indto

Forms are.available in the ASUM office,
UeW-Room 212, M-F from 8:30-3:00.
Your notarized ballot must be received by
your county clerk's office before the polls .
close on November 5th.

For further information or to have your ballot notarized, stop
by the ASUM office.
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Company: AdVanced Circuitry Dlv-Lltton Sys. Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/23
Majors: MECH CHE ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Bam
Sign-up released 10/9/96 Deadline 10/16/96
WORK LOCATION: SPRINGAELD, MO
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
Company: Alrtrol Inc.
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/31
Majors: CHE CIVL EMAN MECH
USjPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.250 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/10/96 DEADLINE 10/17/96 SAM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
START 1ST co-op WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
SALES POSITION - JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE 303D NORWOOD HALL CO-OP OFACE
Company: Alco Controls
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/24
Majors: MECH CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/10/96 DEADLINE 10/17/96 SAM
Work location: St. Louis, Missouri
Refrigeration Row Controls
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
Company: AnhBusctH>roductlvl1y Improvement Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/31
Majors: EMAN
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
SIgn-up released 10/10/96 Deadline 10/17/96 Sam
Work Location: St. Louis, MO
JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFACE.
CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 6 - AUGUST 15, 1997
MUST HAVE AT lEAST ONE MORE SEMESTER LEFT
Company: Clart( Refinery & Mfg.
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/31
Majors: CHE
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Grad s:tu. standl~
S!gn-up released 10/10/96 Deadline 10/17/96
Work Locatlon: St. louis, MO
start 1st CCHlP WOI1< session spring 1997
Company: Harmon Industries
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of interview: 10/30
Majors: ELEC CMPS
Minimum GPA: 3.150 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
SI, ,''1> released 10/9/96 Deadline 10/16/96 Sam
Work location Grain Valley, MO (KC metro area)
1st CCHlP WOt1< session spr1~ 1997
Company: Heckethome Manufacturl~
SIifHlP Method: PR&OPEN
Date of interview: 11/01
Majors: CIVL EMAN MECH MET CMPS MGTS ECON
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad stu. standing.
Sign-up released 10/11/96 Deadline 10/18/96 Sam
Work location: Dyersburg, Tennessee

Wednesday, October 16, 1996

CENrAAL~~

Company: McEnery Automation Corporation
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 11/08
Majors: ELEC
USjPenn
Minimum GPA: 3.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/18/96 Deadline 10/25/96 Bam
Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri (West Coun1y)
start 1st co-op work session spring 1997
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oPEN SIG~P
I'/ebpageAdd

Company: Modlne Manufacturing Company
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 11/01
Majors: ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up released 10/11/96 DEADLINE 10/18/96
WORK LOCATION: TRENTON, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
VIDEO INTERVIEWING. PICK UP INFORMATION ON VIDEO INTERVIEWING
TRENTON, MO IS LOCATED ABOUT 2 HRS FROM KANSAS CITY

fUGHTSAFEl
5695 campUS

HszeJwOOd, M

Attn: Mr. Stel'
J)epl,eVef:
M~:
E
Grad Dates:05
posltiOO Avalla

Company: Monsanto Company
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/23
Majors: CMPS MGTS ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up released 1(}'9-96 DEADLINE 10/16/96 BAM
Work Location: St. Louis, Mo., Chicago, IL, Muscatine, Iowa ,Lull~, LA a°nd AlvIn, Texas
INFORMATION MEETING-201 Norwood Hall 6-7PM Al.L STUDENTS INTERVIEWING WITH
MONSANTO ARE ASKED TO AmND,- 1 HOUR INTERVIEWS-JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE 3030 NORWOOD CO-OP OFC - PICK UP MONSANTO APPLICATION 303 NORWOOD,
BEFORE INTERVIEW

Position Locatl

Deadline tor s(
Intormation on
Web page Addr

MCDONNEll [
Mallcode 276
St. louis, MO
Attn: Mr. M1ch
Degree LeYei:

M*,,:
AI
Grad Dates:05
Citizenship: U

Company: Moog Automotive
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/24
Majors: MECH
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sop/lo.!llOre Junior Senior Grad stu. standl~.
Sign-up released 10/10/96 DEADLlNE-'10/17/96 BAM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
START 1ST co-op WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
MUST HAVE OR HAVE COMPLETED EG10 (ENGINEERING GRAPHICS)

Position Avalla
Position LocatI

Deadline tor Sl

Information on

Web Page Addr

PEPSJ.roLA C(

1 Union Seven
St. louis, MO
Attn: Mr. Fran!
Degree Level:

Company: Standard Machine Co.
Sign-op Method: Open
Date of Intervlew: 10/30
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standl~
Sign-up released 10/16/96 Deadline 10/23/96 Sam
Work location: St. louis, MO (Crestwood, MO)
start 1~ co-op WOI1< session sumrner97/faJI97/spg98

Mcjors:
C
Grad Dat~s:12
Position Avallal

Position locatI
Deadline tor Sl

Company: Worldcom
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 11/08
Majors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standl~
Sign-up released 10/18/96 Deadline 10/25/96 Sam
Work Location: Tulsa, Oklahoma
start 1st CCHlP work session spring 1997

PRE.flECRUIn/

NC
... Sl

U.S. MARINE CORP
1 222 Spruce St. Suite 10.306
11/13
St. louis, MO 63103-2817
Cpt. Jonathan D. Cole
Majors: ALL
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Position Available: leadership & Man agement Positions In Avlatlonand Gound Occupations
Position Locations: Nationwide & Worldwide
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 29 - 8 :00"a.m.

-- ------------ .-

-..
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC POWER
P. O. Box 269
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Attn:- Mr. Mark Newbold, Human Resources Manage
rOegree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
ELEC
Grad Oates:0596 1296
Position Avanable: Dlstrfbutlon/plannlng Engineer
Position Location: Jefferson City, MO
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 22 - 8:00 a.m.
Web Page Address: http://WWW.aecl.orgfcentral
flIGHT SAFETY INTERNATIONAL
Method: PRS-OPEN
5695 Campus Parkway
Interview Date: 11/07
Hazelwood, MO 63042
Attn: Mr. Steven G. Nigus, Manager, Advanced Systems
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.450 .
M~:
ELEC CMPS
Grad Dates:0596 1296
Position Available: Software Engr; Digital Hardware Engr.
Position Location: St. Louis'
.
. Deadline for submitting resumes: October 18
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
Web Page Address: http://www.ftlghtsafety.com

~n, Texas

WING WITH
'TlON AVAIL·
3 NORWOOD,

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AEROSPACE
Method: PRS-OPEN
Mallcode 2761740 PO B
Interview Date:
St. Louis, MO 63166-0516
Attn: Mr. Michael Wilson, Staffing Specialist
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.650
Majors:
AERO ELEC CMPS
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1296
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available: Engr positions In Mission Systems & Aight & Lab
Position location: St. Louis
Deadline for.submlttlng resumes: October 18
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall •
Web Page Address: www.mde.comlntervlewdateto be determined.
PEPSJ.COLA COMPANY
Method: PRS-OPEN
1 Union Seventy Center Drfve
Interview Date: 11/15
St. Louis, MO 63120-2231
Attn: Mr. Frank Hardy, Plant Manager
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
CHE ELEC EMAN MECH
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797
Position Available: Production Supervisor
Position Location: St. Louis
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 25
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, November 14 - and Gold Room - UCE

NORTHSTAR
COMPUTER SALES
... SERVICE AND REPAIR
... CUSTOM BUR,T SYSTEMS
... COMPONENTS
... FAST AND EASY ORDERING
... COMPETITIVE PRICING
1007 PINE ST. SUITE B3
ROLLA, MISSOURI
364-0512

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Method: PRS-OPEN
PO Box 28510
Interview Date: 11/ 12
San Antonio, 1)( 78228-0510
Attn: Mr. Chrfs Luna, Sr Personnel Specialist
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.950
CMPS
.
Majors:
Grad Dates:05961296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/perm
Position Available:
Position Location: saO Antonio; Johnston Island; Wrfght Patterson,OH;Ogden, UT
~adllne for submitting resumes: October 22
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, November 11- 6:00 p.m. - Meramec Room
Web Page Address: www.swrf.org
U.s. DEPT OF DEFENSE-NAVY RECRUITING
Method: Open
1222 Spruce St., 10th
Interview Date: 11/05
St. Louis, MO 63103-2814
Attn: CW04 Les Lentz, Officer Programs Recruiter
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
CHE CIVL ELEC MECH NUCL CHEM AMTH PHYS
Majors:
Grad Dates:05961296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available:
Position location: Details Not Available
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 22 - 8:00 a.m.
U.S. MARINE CORPS
Method: Open
1222 Spruce St SUite 10.306
Interview Date: 11/12&11/13
St. Louis, MO 63103-2817 .
Attn: Captain Jonathan Cole. OffIcer Selection OffIcer
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.000
M&M A&S ENG
Majors:
Grad Dates:05961296 0797 0597
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available: Leadership & Management Positions In Aviation andGround Occupations
Position Location: Nationwide and Worldwide
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 29 - 8:00 ·a.m.
CHANGES. ADDITIONS. ETC.
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING:
Caterpillar Co. - Monday. Oct?ber 15 - 1:00 p.m. MOVED TO: CENTENNIAL HALL WEST
RECRUITING DATE:
Carglll- North Star Steel recruiting DATE has been changed to: OCTOBER 30. 1996

Unique Gifts
~.l101mefTlade

Custom Framing

Cmft·Gift·Ar!.Framing
SOudl.ide'Shoppers World
Hwy 63S Rolla
Bring Your Parents By For a Free Sample of Fudge!
M·S
Sun
9:30-8:00
12:30-5:00

~

--

Fudge

CPR
keep yqur love alive
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All organizational meeting ti mes
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW_
Please send all changes to the aforementioned omce_

Wednesday
2:30 pm: Student Council, StuCoLawyer, Walnut Rm, UCW

7:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian Fel. lows hip, Meramec Rm, UCE
7:00 pm: AIAA, 214 ME Annex
7:0~

pm: Chi Epsilon, 114 CE

7:00 pm: Sigma ,Phi Epsilon, 140
4:30 pm: ChemislIy DepartmentSemi- Schrenk
nar - "Starch: Advances in ChemislIy
andp.pplications," by James B. Miller, .. 7:30pm: St. Pats Celebration Committee, 107C ME Annex
G-5HSS
5:00 pm : Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206 _8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, 103 EMgt
McNutt
8:00 pm : Academic CompetitionOrga5:30 pm: Sigma Tau Delta, 208 ME
nization, 312 CE

Friday

.6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UeE
6:00 pm: A. S. M. E., 104 ME

, 6:00 pm:. Christial\ C8/I1PUS Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

6:00 pm: Chess Club, Cafeteria, UCE
6:00 pm:
McNutt

7:00 pm: Visitors Night at the UMR
Observatory sponsored by the UMR
Spelunkers Club, 204 physics department. The moon, Jupi, ter, & Saturn can be observed.

6:20 pm : ASCE, AGC, ACI, 114, 117,
& ll8 CE

7:00 pm :
McNutt

6:30 pm : Blue Key, 2 16 ME

7:00 pm: SUB Fall films, Beautiful
Girls, 104 ME

7:00 pm: Film Festival - Richard III,
Leach Theatre, Castleman
7:00 pm: UMR Amateur Radio Club,
I 10 Buehler
7:30 pm:
UCW

Bahai Club, Walnut Rm,

7:30 pm:
Schrenk

Kappa Kappa Psi, 125

7:30pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk
9:30 pm: Juggling Club, Miner Rec
Building

Thursday
1:30 pm:
McNutt

Academic Council, 204

4:30 pm: Civil Engineering Graduate
Seminar, "Status of the Missouri Dam
Safety Program," by Jim Alexander, 217
CE
4:30 pm: American Ceramic Society,
206 McNutt
6:00 pm: Gaming Association, 314 CE

7:00 pm:
House

"Last Lecture," Wesley

Monday
12:00 pm: University Orators Chapter
of Toastmasters Intern ational, Missouri Rm, UCE
4:30 pm: ChemislIy Dep'!!'tmentSeminar, "2D,Exchange NMR and the Dynamics
of
Solid . . Stat" .
Poly,methylphenylsilane," by Robert
D. O'Connor, G-3 Schrenk
6:00 pm: UMR Independents, Walnut
Rm, UCW
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE
7:00. pm: National Society of Black
Engineers, 204 McNutt

Saturday
8:30 am: UMR Gaming Association,
Cafeteria, UCE
2:00 pm: Chess Club, Carverrrumer
Rm., UCE
6:00 pm : Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE
7:00 pm: SUB Fall flims , Beautiful
Girls, 104 ME
8:00 pm: SUB Variety Entertainment,
Spencer's Magic Show
9:00 pm: SUB Fall flim s, Beautiful
Girls, 104 ME

7:00 pm:
Schrenk "

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140

8:00 pm : AcademicCompetitionOrganizatio.n, 312 CE

11:00am-7:00 pm: Lambda Chi Alpha
Chicken Benefit Dinner
2:00 pm: Chinese StudentAssociation,
ME Bldg

Democrats~

216

Next "Wednesday .
12:00 pm:
Steakh9US,\

Boo ster Club, . G&D

5:30' pm: Pi Tau Sigma, I07C ME
Annex
6:00 P!D:
McNutt

Spelu~kers

Kappa Alpha MDA Rib sale
Each year, -members of Kappa Alpha
raise ove.$3000 for their national philan6:00 pm: Chess Club, Cafeteria, UCE thropy, Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA). At the Jerry Lewis Labor
6:00 pm: C\lristian Campus Fellow- Day Telethon for MDA, Kappa Alpha
ship, Mark Twain, UCE
chapters across the nation annually
combine to contribute over $100,000.
Kappa Alpha will be holding its second
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME
annual.KA:MDA Ribs Sale in front of
Wal-Mart on Saturday, October 19.
7:00, pm: IEEE, 114 CE
_ --'_ _ _ _-.,-_ _ __ _ _ '. The event will be going on all day long,
7:00 pm: UMR Anlateur Radio Club, so bring some pocket change and help
110 Buehl,er
support MDA. Prices: $10 for a full
slab ofribs, $5 for ahalf-slabribs. Hope
7:;39 pm: . Kappa ,K.appa Psi, 125 . to see you there! Call Mark Tschopp at
. Schrenk
. 364-4841 for more information .
Club, 204

7:30 pm: Tau BetaSigma, 126 Schrenk

1:30 pm: Christian S.cience Organization, Sunrise Rm, UCE

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
204 McNutt

4:30 pm: GeologicalEngineering Seminar by Conrad Kuharic, 204 McNutt

9:00 pm : Residence Hall Association,
209 & 209A MCS

4: 30 pm : Student Missouri State
Teachers Association, G-8 HSS

Announcements

5:30 pm : SolarCarTeam,DesignMeeting, 104 EMgt
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE
6:30 pm: SUB Performing Arts,
Shakespeare Lecture, Gallery
7:00 pm : Film Festival,As You Like It,
Leach Theatre, Castleman
7:00 pm: Association of Engineering
Geologists, 204 McNutt

7:00 pm: Koinonia, Merarnec Rm, UCE

Research Assistance Program
Having trouble getting started on your
research? Stuck for a topic or unsure
where to turn next? 'Need help finding
material on your topic? Try using the
Library's Research Assistance Program. It provides ';'n'sultations 'with
refer'enye librarians who will help you
with your research. The reference Iibrari\l" will help you develop a search
strategy, identify appropriate subject
headiJllls in MERUN and indices, identify subjec~ indices and reference mate"rial, and find a topic for your research
assignment. To arrange a consultation,
fill outareference assistance form at the
library and ~ake an appointment to
consult v6th a reference librarian or call
341-4007 for more information.
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Tuesday

Sunday
11:00 am: Gaming Association, 231
McNutt

College

-

Show-Me Anime, 204

9:00 pm: SUB Fall films, Beautiful
Girls, 104 ME

7:00 pm:
McNutt

7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140
7: 00 pm: Studel)t Council, Professional . Schrenk
Societies, Walnut Rm, U~W
7:30 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE
8:30pm: OmegaSigm a S~rviceOrganization, 204 McNutt
9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society, 20S
Harris
9:00 pm: Blue S a~es, 208l:1ar.:is
.
9:30 pm: JugglingClqb,MinerReclUdg ,

7:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi, G-3 Schrenk
6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF
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UMR Observatory Sponsors Visitors
Night
The UMR physics department will
sponsor Visitors Night at the observatory at 7:00 pm. Friday, Oct 18. The
event is open to the public and, weather
permitting, the moon, Jupiter, and Saturn can be observed with the
observatory's 16-inch telescope. For
more information contact John Schmitt
at
at 341-4369 or e-mail
jschmitt@physics.urnr.edu.
EXCEL .Leadershlp Series
Michael May, President and founder of
Empower Trainers/Consultants Inc,
wilibesPeakingOctober23, 1996in204
McNutt Hall at 7:00-8:30 pm on the
subjectof"Starting aNew Business." A

UM R TECHS s ponsor late night
sports tournament
UMR TECHS is-sponsoring a late night
tournament called ':Hot Shots" on Friday, November I, 1996. They will be
conducting volleyball, basketball, and
racquetball tournaments along with
various other events such as casino
games, refreshments, music, Mocktails,
and more. The event will be held at the
Multi-purpose Building from 10:00 pm
on Friday until 3:00 am on Saturday.
Contact Shannon Neimeyer at 3413328 or e-mail at neirneyer@umr.edu.
Kappa Slgma- "Save Ance" t-sbirts
still on sale
KappaSigmais still selling "Save Alice"
t-shirts. Proceeds go to the American
Cancer Society. To order call Dan Dover of Kappa Sigma at 341-5989.
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UMR TEeHS Presents IMPACT
Montb
October is Impact Month - Intelligent
Miners Promoting Alcohol Concern
Together. UMR TECHS (Teaching,
Encouraging, Caring, HelPing Students)
along with Student Health Services and

6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Marie Twain Rm, UCE
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Financial Aid
Information

rudent Affairs sponsor thiS event each
:aT. This month is meant to promote
cohol awareness among UMR stuoots. This week's events include: .
ctober 17: Wear RED today to show
~u are a friend who cares. October 24:
upport using your head and making
I ,n art drinking decisions by wearing
'OUR FAVORITE HAT.

Glamour Magazine's 1997 Top Ten
CoUege Wom~n Competition
Any women who is a full-time junior
(thirdyearofundergraduatestudy)atan
accredited college or university for the
1996-97 academic year is eligible to
enter. What it takes:
:enter ror Personal and Prores- • leadership experience
lonal Development announces • involvement on campus
I Dunsellng sessions .
. • excellence in your field of study
' 'he Center for Per~nal and ~ofe's- • unique, inspiring goals
• ional Development IS announcmg the Applications available in the Student
Iiall 1?96 group counseling sessions . . Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
aat will be open to. the UMR commu- Application deadline must be returned
~ty. The focus arelts· include: Self- by: January 31, 1997
(steem, Sexual Abuse Survivors, Career
Ilanning, Family Based Issues, General
i f herapy/Support, and Stress ManagenenL All groups areconfidential and are
,pen to UMR staff, students; and facIity. Members are pre-screened indiridually. Please contact Kevin Gaw or
)jane Stutts at 204 Norwood HaU, 341 1211 for more information.

Course Equivalency Database
['he University of Missouri-Rolla has a
:ourseequivalency database located on
I.h e World Wide Web. UM-Rolla's
nome page is '\I'http://www.umr.edu(
md you can get to this database by
clicking on the Registrar's Office and
looking under Course Equivalences. If
I course or college is not listed, that does
'lot mean the course will not transfer to
UM-Rolla, it means the course has not
vet been evaluated. If you plan to take
hat course that is not listed, you will
need to bring a copy of the course
descriRtion (available from the catalog
~f the college you plan to attend) to the
Mmissions Office, Room 106 Parker
Hall and give it to Jennie or Julie for
~valuation.

19a1atenight
,bo~" on Fri·

MIssouri MIner

7ednesday, October 16, 1996

UMR Family Series season tickets
go on sale
Season tickets to the following shows
are available .- "Beauty and the Beast,"
on November 16, "A Christmas Carol, "
on December 21, and "The Wizard of
Oz," on April 13, 1997. All shows begin
at 3 p.m. in Leach Theatre of Castleman
Hall. Ti"ckets are $24 for adults and $16

for youths age 18 and under. They may
be purchased at the UMR Ticket Window in UCW. Formoieinformationcall
341- 4219.

Crane Fund ror'Wldowsand Cbidren
Scholarship
The Admissions/Student Financial AId
Office wishes to make students aware of
the Crane Fund for Widows and Children. This progrant is:
I) for needy and deserving widows and
children of men who, at their death, have
left their widows and children without
adequate means of support or
2) deserving wives and/or children of
men upon whom they are dependent ror
support but, . because of age or other
disability, are unableorforotherreason,
fail or neglect to adequately support
. t!tem respective wives and/or children.
If you meet the above terms for this
program you must complete a Crane
Fund for Widows and Children Application to be considered for funding. The
Crane Fund for Widows and Children
Application can be received in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
. Hall. Applications for this program will
be accepted.through October 25,1996,
Kids' Chance, Inc of Missouri
This is a nonprofit corporation developed by interested insurers, employers,
attorneys, labor, medicalandrehabilitation groups. The purpose of Kids'
Chance is to provide fmancial scholarships to complete the education of children of workers who have been serio
ously injured or killed in Missouri work
related injuries. Children who have a
parent who was permanently or catastrophically injured or killed in a Missouri compensable injury or occupational disease, and who are Missouri
residents between the ages of 16 and 25.

1. A candidate must reside in the States. Full Can~an or American citiFlorissant Rotary Club service area. zenship is a requirement Awards are
(North St. Louis County, north ofHigh- available to both male and female stuNational Academy ror Nuclear way 270)
dents for all areas of post-secondary
2. A candidate must have completed a study. A minimum GPA of 2.7 is .
Training Scholarship Program
National Academy for NuclearTraitUng minimum of 60 semester hours at an required. Criteria other than strictly
Scholarships are awarded to college stu- accredited college or university..
academic ability and financial need are
dents who have demonstrated out- 3. A candidate must have a cumulative considered in the selection process.
standing academic achievement and grade point average not less than 2.50.
Selected students will receive up to
.,..ho are interested in pursuing careers in 4 . A candidate must compleie the Ao- 52,500.00. Deadline is November 15 .
the U.S. nuclear power industry. The Ro Trust Loan application and provide Applications must be IIlIik!!l by this
Academy Educational Assistance Pro- all required materials.
date. To receive an application please
gram is part of a nationwide effort to 5. A candidate must be enrolled for a send a stamped ···(US 32 cents), selfencourage students to consider careers minimum of 12 semester credit hours addressed, sIlIndard letter size (No. 10)
in the nuclear power industry as well as during the semester of the loan period envelope to the following address: The
to provide fmancial support to those for a bachelor's degree, or 10 semester John Gyles Education Fund, Attention:
studying subjects that prepare them for credit hours for a graduate degree.
R. James Cougle, Administrator, P. O.
nuclear power employmenL For the 6. A candidate may not borrow more Box 4808, 712 Riverside Drive,
1997-98 academic year, new and re- than 52,000.00 per application.
FIedericton, New Brunswick Canada
newal merit-based scholarships of 7. The total cumulative loans to anyone ESB5G4.
$2,500 each will be awarded to eligible applicant may not exceed. the sum of
$6,000.00.
students.
Chrysler Scholarship Program
Awards are not restricted to nuclear 8. Acandidate may not apply more than With an eye toward assisting outstandtwice during an academic year.
. ing college bound students, Cluysler
engineeriJ!g majors.
9 . A candidate must present hinn or Corporation recently awarded 1,000
• a U.S. citizen or U.S. national
• considering a career in the nuclear • herself for an interview by the Ao-Ro grants to 40 recipients through its new
JuniorGolfScholarshipProgram. Even
power industry
Trust Board.
• enrolled at an accredited U.S. coll~ge/ 10. A candidate shall repay the loan rate though the majority of the winners play
university in an approved curriculum ataminirnumof$50.oopermonth. The golf, all selections were based upon their
related to a career in the nuclear ppwer interest rate shall be the prevailing stu- academic andextracurricular efforL For
industry, such as: nuclear engineering, dent loan rate at the time of graduation. more information on this exciting prochemical engineering (nuclearorpower Payments shall begin no later than 6 gram, call 1-800-856·0764.
option), mechanical engineering months after graduation, however, no
(nuclear or power option), electrical . interest shall becharged during the time Peter D, Courtois Concrete Construction ~olarshlp Program
engineering (nuclear or power option),
that the borrower is a student .
If you are interested in this program and These awards are open to any underpower generation health physics.
• free of post-college obligations (e.g., would qualify, you are encouraged to graduate student in the United States of
ROTC or NUPOC)
contact Mr. Ronald Schmidt at 801 St. Canada. The student shall have
• minimumGPAof3.0(onascaleof Francis Street, Aorissant, MO 63031 or achieved senior status in a four year or
1.0 to 4.0) as of January I, 1997
call(314)921-5Ioo.
longer undergraduate program in engi• at least one but no more than three
neering, construction, or technology
academic years of study remaining to Rural Missouri, Inc
during the year for which awards are
graduation (for cop-operative edUca- If you have been employed as a presenter. The awards will be made on
tion students, no more than six in-school farmworker in the past two years, you the basis of demonstrated interest and
semesters or nine quarters)
may be eligible to receive free tuition ability to work in the field of concrete
.Applications available in the Student ass'istance for your education. If you construction.
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. have worked as a farm, orchard, green- • The student must have a course load
Deadline is February 1,1997,
house or poultry/egg production em- of 6 or more credit hours each semester
ployee, you may qualify. To obtain during the period for which the award is
Rotary Club of Florissant Scholar- details and the field representative clos- made.
ship Program
est to you call 1-800-234-4971. · ,The student must be aseniorduring the
The Aorissant Rotary Club is offering
year for which the award is made (not
a loan program which is available for The John Gyles Education Fund necessarily at the time of application).
eligible students through the Ao-Ro Scholarship
• Transcripts, recommendations, and
Trust. This pro gram is part of an overall The John Gyles Education Fund is a an essay must be submitted as outlined
effort by the Aorissant Rotary Club to private, benevolent endeavor estab- on the application form .
assist in the education of qualified stu- lished six years ago with the help of a Applications available in the Student
dents within the Florissant Rotary's Canadian/American benefactor. Each Financial Aid Office, G- I Parker Hall.
service area. Therequirements forquali- year fmancial assistance is available to Application must be received by Febstudents in both Canada and the United ruary I, 1997 . .
fication for the loans are as follows :
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
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Southside Shoppers World
103 2 S. Bishop Ave.

209 WEST 11TH ST.
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Rolla, Mo 65401
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Witt
Wort
Works

ACUTABOYE
HAIR & TANNING SALON, INC.
SCA WOLFF BEDS

M-F 10-10

Sat 8a.m.-IOp.m.

(573) 34 1-33 11
Homebrewing Supply

573·364·6866

.

Specialty Beer Emporium

American Heart . . .
Association..V
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If you are what you eat.
why not cut back 011 fat?
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' Wednesday, October 16, 1996

Need Extra Cash?

Brighten Someone's Day.
Send the FTo<!l> Sunbursr"
Bouquet.
Send a basket

Choose your hours, money and rewards.
Call 364-0632 for more infonnation on
becoming an Avon sales representative.
or
For hassle free Christmas shopping,
call 364-0632.

S unbu rs t~

• EARN EXTRA INCOME·

bouquet.

Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing phone

cards. For information send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to: Inc.,
P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL 331 ,6 4

1 107 P INE

P

o. BOX

5

RO L LA . M ISSO URI 6540 1
364 -3 \6 1

@A RegiStered Tndem3rk of FloriSl5' Tr:l.Ilsworid Odivuy. Inc. n,'A Tr:ldeffi:lrk of Florim' Tr.msworid Delivery. Inc.
C I 996 Florisu' Tr.m swo rid Delivc:ry, Inc.
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Leadin~ The
Revolution
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October 2J

There are no smal
victorieS in tre fight
against heart disease. ~
American Heart . .
-
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Motorola's Future 01 Possibilities••• ·
• Cutting-edge technology
• Unlimited career mobility
• High-profile global presence
• People-first philosophy
• Continuing education opportunities on-site
Playa part in developing the next generation of wireless technology.
Areas of opportunity include:

• Software Engineering • Mechanical Engineering • Manufacturing
Engineering • Electrical Engineering • Computer Engineering.
Marketing ·Accounting/Finance • MIS/Computer Science· Co-op
atld Intern Programs • Engineering Rotation Programs
In a world where communication is everything, Motorola Paging
Products Group is on top. Our campuses in Boynton Beach, Florida,
and Vega Baja, Puerto Rico, offer beautiful beaches and resort-style
living complemented by superior professional satisfaction. Learn more
about specific career opportunities, co-op and internship programs.
Vi~it our \\

in the Guard while earning great benefits:
Montgomery GI Bill

*
* Part-Time Job with Great Pay
* State and Federal Tuition Assistance
* Paid Skill Training in the Field of .your Choice

Joining the Guard doesn't mean putting off college or vocational
school training. The Missouri Guard College Plan could provide over
$23,000 for your education. You can serve in your own community while
attending classes.
'
.
Find out how much fun getting to
school can be.

MISSOURI

Ne

Las! Friday, arou

• Pagers in service will grow from 24.5.million to
56.2 million by the year 2000. .
• Wireless products and services will capture 20% of the
telecommunications dollar by 2010.

If you have the drive, the Missouri Army National Guard has the keys
to your future. You can add a little adventure to your life, serve part-time

Cas

dl !Oiitl' at hUp:II" \\'\\'. mol.c()m/Jla g in~ohs.
Or mail your r(.'!ooUIHl' to l\totorol., Paging I'rodlll..·ts
(Iroup, llnh l'r!ooily Ih,hltion ... _150l) (;atl-way Bh d .,
lIo~ nton 1I","<h, H . ll4Z6-S291.

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1-800-327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com

CALL TODAY:
573-3 6~-2246

------------_us_ - ......

